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ABSTRACT
We build a probabilistic model to identify implicit local in-
tent queries, and leverage user’s physical location to improve
Web search results for these queries. Evaluation on commer-
cial search engine shows significant improvement on search
relevance and user experience.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a huge amount of searches on the Web has local

intent, meaning that they are searching for things in a par-
ticular area, like restaurant, job listings, shopping center,
etc. Some queries have explicit location information in the
query like“pizza hut palo alto”, while many others do not but
still expect search engines to return localized search results,
like “laundry service”. This kind of queries is considered as
implicit local intent queries. For such queries, users expect
personalized search results [2] that are customized to their
locations. Thus, identifying implicit local intent queries and
finding out the location information for the users are partic-
ularly useful to improve user search experience.

Yi et al. [3] uses language modeling approach to iden-
tify implicit local intent queries. In our work we also use
language modeling approach, however instead of building a
language model for each city, we only build one single lan-
guage model for all locations to avoid sparsity. We then ob-
tain user’s location directly from IP address mapping. What
further makes our work unique is that we integrate the iden-
tified implicit location information into ranking directly to
improve search relevance and prove the practical impact of
this work. As far as we know, there is little work has been
published in this front.
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2. IMPLICIT LOCAL INTENT DISCOVERY
Let Q denotes the general query set. A conditional ran-

dom field (CRF) based named entity tagger is used to tag
all the queries in Q. We select all queries that contain a
location from Q to form a new query set QL. We then re-
move all location components from queries in QL and form
an artificial query set QLC . We define the probability that
a query q has implicit local intent by

P (implicit local intent|q) =
PQLC

(q)

PQ(q)
, (1)

where PQLC
(q) and PQ(q) can be estimated using n-gram

language model from corpus QLC and Q respectively.
Equation (1) however does not always give an accurate

estimation on P (implicit local intent|q) since locations are
often used as constraints for queries that do not have local
intent. For example, query “John San Jose mypace” implies
the user is looking for some one named John in San Jose

from myspace. A popular domain name“myspace”is a strong
indicator for such case. We create a feature called highest
domain rank for each query

R
m
d (q) = min

s∈q
Rd(s) (2)

where s is a substring of query q and Rds is the rank of do-
main s, which is ranked by the accumulated number of clicks
on the documents that belong to domain s. The lower value
Rd(s) is, the more popular domain s is. In implementation,
we only keep tracking top 1000 domains for simplicity.

A implicit local query may not contain general local intent
which should return same results even when queries are from
different locations. For example, “Google headquarter office”
contains implicit local query but the intent is restricted to
a specific location as there is only one Google headquarter
office. To capture the general local intent, the entropy of
the conditional probability distribution P (l|q), where l is a
specific location associated with query q that is identified
from user IP address (described later). To calculate P (l|q),
we first normalize set QL to set Q̄L such as all locations
are disambiguated and canonicalized. For example, “CA”
is canonicalized to “California”, “la” is canonicalized to “Los

Angeles”or“Louisiana”,“New York”is canonicalized to“New

York City” or “New York State” based on the context. The
conditional probability distribution P (l|q) can be then esti-
mated through n-gram language model estimated in corpus
Q̄L:

P (l|q) =
PQ̄L

(l, q)

PQ̄L
(q)

, (3)
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where PQ̄L
(l, q) is the probability of location l and a query

q co-occur estimated in corpus Q̄L. The entropy E(q) is
defined as

E(q) = −
�

l

P (l|q) log p(l|q). (4)

If E(q) is high, the query q is more likely to be associated
with many locations with similar possibilities; otherwise, q

is biased towards certain locations.
Gaussian kernel support vector machine is used as the

classifier. We first train a weak classifier with 5000 editori-
ally labeled random query set. For each query, we generate
features based on (1) (2) and (4). The resulting weak classi-
fier based on the 5000 training data is used to label 100, 000
queries. Queries that lie between the margin (with non-zero
α values are selected for the next batch of editorial test. The
classifier is then retrained with combined labeled data.

After a query is classified as having implicit general local
intent, we use user’s IP address to obtain the city name and
zip code where the query is sent from. For ambiguous city
names that exist in multiple states (such as Oakland) or that
have different meanings (such as Mountain View), we add
use user location’s state name for disambiguation.

3. PERSONALIZE WEB SEARCH RESULTS

3.1 Personalization by Query Rewriting
To personalize search results given user’s location, one

intuitive way is to expand the original query by user’s loca-
tion. For example, if the original query is “Italian restau-

rants” and the user’s location has been determined to be
“San Francisco”, a new search query may be formed as “Ital-
ian restaurants San Francisco”by appending the determined
location to the original search query. The new search query
is then issued to the search engine to obtain the search re-
sult for the user. Because the location “San Francisco” is
now included in the new search query, based on which the
search result is identified, the search engine is more likely
to find Italian restaurants located in San Francisco. This
approach, however, suffers from two sources of errors: (1)
the local intent might not be the only intent of the query or
even may not exist due to limited precision of the general
implicit local intent classifier; (2) the user’s location may be
determined wrongly.

3.2 Personalization by Re-ranking
As a more conservative approach, document re-ranking is

proposed to leverage user’s location. We first extract top
K documents with the original query and then adjust the
search results by increasing the ranks of those documents
that match the user location. Consequently, the Web docu-
ments that match the user’s location are ranked higher than
those documents that do not match the user’s location. We
also differentiate and weight user location matches for differ-
ent sections in top documents. We re-rank those document
based on their current rank score and text matching features
that tell if user location and its variation exists in certain
document sections. The re-rank score sr(q, d, l) for query q,
Web document d and user location l can be expressed by

s
r(q, d, l) = s(q, d) +

�

i

wiIi(d, l), (5)

where s(q, d) is the original rank score before personaliza-

tion, Ii(d, l) is an indicator function that tells if user location
l exist in document section i and wi is the weighting para-
meter for document section i. Supervised learning is used to
estimate the parameter wi to maximize the relevance after
personalization.

4. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate our personalization system by both editorial

relevance test based on Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG)
and online bucket test for user experience evaluation based
on click-through rate (CTR), two commonly used metrics to
evaluate search engine relevance and user experience [1].

We apply both query expansion and document re-ranking
to the queries that are classified as general implicit local
queries. We sample 1300 random personalized queries and
submit the top 5 Web search results for each approaches to-
gether with test queries and the user location for each query
to trained editors for relevance judgment. If a test query
does not contain general implicit local intent, the user loca-
tion information will be ignored in the judgment; otherwise,
the user location will be considered in the relevance judg-
ment. The baseline is one of the top commercial search en-
gines. We can see from Table 1 personalized Web search re-
sults dramatically improved search relevance. In online test,
we also observe that user experience measured by CTR has
been improved significantly by 1.4% with p − value < 0.05
for affected queries.

Table 1: Relevance Impact with Personalization

Search Engine DCG Improv. p-value
baseline 2.71 - -
Query Expansion 2.96 9.2% 0.000
Re-rank 3.29 21.4% 0.000

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We successfully improved relevance the user experience

over one of the top commercial search engine by personaliz-
ing search results using user’s physical location. The current
model covers 2.6% search traffic. We plan to increase the
coverage substantially by incorporating more salient features
and better language models. The current re-ranking algo-
rithm is rather simple and can be substantially improved
by jointly considering location matching features and other
ranking features together in the phase of re-rank.
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